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ABSTRACT: Despite scholarly work primarily focused on the GMS, analysts have had relatively little concern 

on how consumers are distinguishable across regional boundaries. GMS is a multinational marketing approach. 

This research draws on the hypothesis of GMS and projects the role in casualwear sector of stable intermarket 

segments. The research gathered knowledge about demographics, calculative resources and purchasing 

preferences and compiled 1031 questionnaires accessible from of the four countries in a configuration of the 

regional grouping of Austrian, Chinese, South Korean and American consumers on their favorite routines. 

Factor research results identify 8 lifestyle considerations to benefit sports clothing consumers. The 

accompanying cluster study shows four psychographic communities spread through contextual limits: leaders of 

design, design customers who grab the eye, newness seekers and media followers. The report will also examine 

whether the four segments should be dealt with individually to prove that they actually have different features. 

The results support correlations across world modes which allow the sports apparel business, based on theories, 

to targeting segments of the market. 

 

KEYWORDS: Worldwide Market Segmentation, Worldwide Marketing Plan Theory, Lifestyle, Casualwear 

Industry, Sportswear Buying Behavior. 

 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Among the most critical challenges that advertisers face today is business globalization. In New York, customers 

can conveniently search street fashion trends digitally or subscribe to cable TV shows from Versace thanks to 

advancements in digital technologies and a wide-ranging access to mass media. These patterns obscure regional 

boundaries and homogenize consumer expectations and desires globally, adding to similar fashion patterns being 

introduced in many different countries[1]. 

 

As the utilization of an International marketing plan is increasingly apparent, it is crucial to analyze the viability 

of cross-market differentiation in various contexts. Although the textbooks often analyze and professionals face 

issues, work has been limited on defining and targeting cross-border market segments. For particular, the clothing 

sector has attracted limited attention from practitioners or analysts, even though A massive globalization has 

taken place in the apparel industry[2]. In 2017, for instance, gross sales of Nike, Inc. were about $29.2 billion, up 

9% from 2015. 53% of that is allocated to overseas economies, whereas 34% is allocated to the US economy. Yet 

China is among the 7 major markets of Adidas group. 

 

The technique of identifying the same levels of behavior is world market differentiation, like nation-based or 

individual buyer groups. This research reflects on comparisons between consumers globally, instead of relying on 

geographic differences. Most recent studies of the global customer segmentation have not drawn theories from 

international marketing concepts [3]. 

 

Instead, they have also actually performed univariate studies to evaluate the nature and the statistical foundations 

of bridge-market segmentation approaches across various populations around countries where cross-market 

divisions occurred. If bridge-market segments occurred, then they did not. This can be seen in the wider sense of 

the corporate marketing campaign[4]. 

 

The goal is to examine whether or not there are similarities in fashion industry markets so that firms can identify 

and approach conceptual segments. The research looks at sports apparel purchasers from 4 nations as part of the 

international marketing plan, as well as interviewee’s combination of demographics and ways of life. The focus is 
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on clothing and accessories as it is a wide and rising global market for athletic wear not only ideal for athletic 

events as well as for daily living. 
 

II. METHODOLOGY 

 

1. Worldwide market segmentation 

The splitting of the business into the very same generic target categories is the practice of dividing a permanent 

group in marketing practices. World markets are traditionally country-by - country sectors, but in recent times the 

question of the desirability and feasibility of targeted cross-border (or intermarket) sections has also been raised. 

A global business segmentation organizational structure was developed and national characteristics were favored 

over segmental characteristics. There is also a strategic framework, which enables consumers globally to be put 

collectively, implementing a collective customer marketing plan for a company [1]. Includes organizational 

research investigated the utility of macroeconomic differentiation component (country, political, geographical) 

and microeconomic (domestic, chronic, mental, dominant, predisposing, political and other) rates. In fact, several 

researchers reviewed and evaluated past global research on consumer segmentation focused on qualitative and 

business prospects. 

If you support the opinion that the culture is becoming more diverse, it is rational, instead of merely applying 

traditional diverse social and economic differentiation to internally, to micro level factors such as attitudes, 

expectations or the behavioral responses to promotional blends, to the segments [5]. 
 

2. Global sportswear market 

Sportswear is characterized mainly as clothes and shoes for sport, but it now also involves casual clothes used by 

individuals for everyday activities. As just a phenomenon in apparel since the 1990s, comfortable clothes and 

relaxation have been evaluated as parts of a lifestyle movement. The worldwide economy for sportswear is rising, 

from 145 dollars in 2007 to 166 billion euros by 2016. The number of sports shoes is larger than the fashion 

industry[6]. 

 

It is essential to this phase that reachable segments of sufficient size are effectively defined. In the current study, 

due to its compatibility with consumer actions in that sector, As requisite, a defines the data framework is 

developed for the sporting goods industry. Important components of buyer behavior are mentioned below. 

Sportswear purchasing behavior is affected by Demographic considerations include age, race, job, annual 

payment and sporting activities. It is important to determine the qualities contained within such items to grasp the 

consumer's appetite for sportswear. Brand characteristics usually define parameters for assessing and choosing in 

the purchasing selection cycle, goods and labels. The qualities of wear and tear consist of the inherent 

characteristics such as layout / outfit, colour, plant, fabrication, convenience and longevity, and the international 

characteristics such as height, registered trademark including nationality. 

 

In order to develop effective marketing mix strategies, it is necessary to specify the brand names, costs, retail 

formats and sources of information that consumers actually consider when making decisions. Furthermore, this 

study includes buying back intentions towards the sportswear brand to assess how they differ by segment of 

lifestyle[7]. 
 

III. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND HYPOTHESES 

1. Theoretical framework 

Drawing through various scientific perspectives, particularly global philosophy, GMS provides an incentive to 

investigate the feasibility of innovative approaches to satisfy global customers. The GMS model provides 

conceptual tool for assessing global branding and promotion possibilities. 

 

The definition of global consumer trends and the extent of which they occur makes GMS quite practical as 

bridge-market categories with the same factors in the promotional mix are identified and focused. All four factors 

contribute to a growth organization using bridge-market sections. World market involvement and marketing 

campaigns are aligned across product categories. Bridge-market segments. This will lead to greater coordination 

of strategic transition reactions and more focused campaign campaigns to reach a reduced number of customer 

segments. [6]. 

 

The empirical component of the GMS report indicates that the economic and tactical outcomes are strong when 

appropriate (the extent to whether the business' international advertising plan suits the outside world and internal 

capabilities of the enterprise itself). As GMS application can be promoted by the use of global business segments, 

the principle recommends client initiatives to identify these segments. 
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The GMS hypothesis will also assert that the system configuration would work far better for all those companies 

which are capable of recognizing cross-border sections and targeting them. In theory the quality of GMS is based 

on the strategic edge of increased efficiency, extra synergies and cross-financing [7]. 
 

2. Research hypotheses 

In the spirit of this article, GMS theory implies that competitive factors drive businesses to accept bridge-market 

appeal. A dynamic market where the outside climate is favorable to optimization, organizations with internal 

expertise to successfully conduct a GMS must exploit incentives (figure 1). Identification of product categories 

across geographical borders explicitly permits the application of a comprehensive framework. 

A specific perspective is useful if national preferences for the sport wear industry are to be decided. The 

argument that the advent of a global consuming society has contributed to a greater opportunity to reach 

customers who express customer desire regardless of where they live[8][9] has been accepted. Such analytical 

points of view suggest that the extent of changes in the international consumer landscape and how those sectors 

are specifically focused is of concern to be examined. 

3. Investigation Approaches: 

The research structure in this research included participants of universities across the world who were selected 

from Austria, China, Asia and the USA using a convenient sampling process. Although using were just carries 

some inherent drawbacks, it is considered appropriate in this case because university students are a major present 

and prospective target audience for manufacturers of sportswear. Therefore, these individuals are high-quality and 

will certainly be open to cosmopolitanism and will gain substantial profits in the future. 

 

The questionnaire contains questions on behavioral considerations, sportswear buying habits, the price of 

sportswear, the willingness to purchase back and population parameters. Lifestyle aspects contained 35 elements 

focused on the extent to which the clients have individual habits (e.g. private, shopping and exercise), interests 

and views (fashion, presentation, fitness, company, activity and governance). The 5-point Likert - scale 

components were evaluated from past empirical Lifestyle aspects. 

 

The questions were required to comment on the number of goods, prices and location of buy, the participant(s) of 

knowledge used, the amount of sports clothing pieces purchased and the extent of sports apparel sales in the past 

year to research sport wear buying habits. Two expected sports clothing sales in the survey[10]. 

 

In order that similar questionnaire resources can be developed in china, Asian and German, a team of interpreters 

have used a conversion / re-tradition technique. Differences between the texts have been studied and modified so 

all three situations have the same value. Technology SPSS has been used for data processing, including statistical 

techniques, chi-square techniques, component analysis, analysis of clusters, differential analyses, and single-way 

ANOVA studies by Duncan. 
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IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

1. Sample characteristics 

Out of four countries: Asia (N=270), USA (N=243), India (N=289), as well as China (N=200), a maximum of 

1031 responses were returned. Females (57.6%) are marginally higher than males (42.4%), while over 91% are 

between 17 and 25 years old (mean=21.7%). Answers that mainly focused on business, gender studies and 

cultural anthropology.  

In each country the specific value of money is traded with the 2018 currency rate in US dollars. The Chinese 

study on avg. the lowest point as well as the largest reported by us team is a certain difference to monthly 

domestic incomes. 
 

2. Lifestyle division 

First of all, the average luxurious element in every country is the standardization of the style ratings. Dynamic 

analysis of a primary varimax components has calculated lifestyle calculations for both the study. This method 

resulted in eight causes. The actual factor are the brands, the load - carrying factor and the Cronbach’s alpha 

constants. A minimum of 58.3 percent of 8 factors explain the gap. 

 

A lifestyle scoring method was used for grouping K-means as well as a four-group approach was created. The 

segments identified throughout this technique reflect international market sports clothing segments which are 

diverse and homogenous among categories. However, the efficacy of the four-group approach has been tested 

with a several categorized tests, which show that 99.2 % of a original grouped cases have been clearly identified. 

Customers from various countries were also distributed relatively equally across divisions. 
 

3. Comparison of product attributes across lifestyle segments 

Test H4 with Duncan's supervision was examined by ANOVA. 7 criteria out of ten were deemed significant. The 

design and performance of the entire experience, the least important for promotional strategy and shop picture are 

regarded. Equally significant in terms of price, break, association with many other apparel, brand identity shop, 

are the trend pioneers and visible retail consumers. Art is the greatest consistency among fashion pioneers 

(M=4.43). Considerable fashion buyers, on the other hand, are more economically focused and consider 

marketing strategy to be necessary. 

 

In all but constancy qualities, novelty sources display the least overall ratings. There really is no disparity in 

market categories and the location of the retailer, maybe because participants measure the quality of "branding" 

sports clothing that is equal to the product or pay rate of the sales representative. The results also support H4 as a 

whole, which predicted that the divisions given for various inherent and external product properties varied in 

weight. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

The analysis reported has indeed discovered that even an international process of market differentiation in the 

public and private sector can become a reliable approach for international businesses to target consumers 

worldwide according to the principles of the worldwide marketing plan. The research thus promotes for both 

GMS hypothesis and the belief that a new market culture pattern is emerging. The results demonstrate the utility 

of a worldwide fashion layouts and provide guidance for major businesses approaching foreign sportswear 

customers. The research found 4 major sections that can be utilized to respective customer along all 

marketplaces: style representatives, fashion buyers, dramatic seeking and socio-economic supporters. The four 

divisions deliver differences in community, sports clothing buying behavior, sportswear qualities and deliberate 

purchase. 
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